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Press and hold       for 5 seconds until LED light on the wall mount remote control turns flickering to 

staying on. then press        and the buzzer will beep once, and the red LED light on the IR receiver will 

stay on, then the LEARN MODE will be accessed.

  STEP1: 

• LEARN MODE instructions as shown below:

Note: Any interval over 20 seconds with no operations done to buttons will exit the wall mount  control from 

LEARN MODE.

STEP2: To LEARN        , please press      on the wall mount remote control until the buzzer beeps twice. 

The red LED light on the IR receiver will change from being steady to slow flashes.

STEP3: Aim the TV remote at the IR receiver, and press the button on the TV remote that you need to set as 

the function of         button until the buzzer beeps three times. The red LED light on the IR receiver will 

change from slow flashes to fast flashes.

OKSTEP4: Press       button on the wall mount remote control until the buzzer beeps four times. The red LED light 

on the IR receiver will turn off, showing   button is LEARNED successfully. If the buzzer only 

beeps once, the LEARNING process is failed. (The TV remote doesn't support LEARNING function.)

Learn “Power” button on the TV remote: 

Press and hold        for 5 seconds until LED light on the wall mount remote control turns flickering to staying on,

then press       . The buzzer will beep once, and the red LED light on the IR receiver will stay on, then press and 

hold            button on the wall mount remote control until the buzzer beeps twice, then release the            button. 

The red LED light on the IR receiver will change from being steady to slow flashes.

Aim the TV remote at the IR receiver, and press “Power” button. The buzzer will beep three times. The red

LED light on the IR receiver will change from slow flashes to fast flashes. Press       button on the wall mount

remote control until the buzzer beeps four times. The red LED light on the IR receiver will turn off, indicating 

"Power" button is learned successfully. Pressing "Power" button will automatically fold wall mount to the wall 

while turning off the TV.           

OK

OK

The rest button functions can be LEARNED by the same steps above.

STEP 3: Follow the Key function instructions below for further operation.

Note: • Encountering obstacles or damage of mechanical parts during operating will make the TV wall mount 
             stop automatically and the buzzer will beep three times as a warning. 

           • When the wall mount meets with an obstacle in the process,please remove the obstacle and push the 
             wall mount by hand until it folds flat against the wall. Pressing        button to gain an initial wall mount 
             position, the wall mount can be operated normally afterwards. 

When the motorized wall mount is powered on, you will hear it beeps once and the system is now on 
standby.

STEP 1: 

Push the wall mount by hand until it folds flat against the wall.Press  and then hear one beep from 
the buzzer, the system will then enter a working condition.

STEP 2: OK

Remote control operation instructions

Buttons function instructions

  Stop buttonOK

Out button. Press and release        . The TV wall mount will fully unfold. 

In button. Press and release        . The TV wall mount will return to rest against the wall.

Left button. Press and release       , the TV wall mount will swivel to the left until        is pressed or the 

TV wall mount swings to its 30° max angle. (Note: this button is valid only when the wall mount is fully 

extended)

OK

  Memory button1.Press and hold for 5 seconds, two continuous beeps will be heard. The LED light on the 

  remote control turns on for one second to indicate current position memorized successfully as mem 1.

  Memory button2.Press and hold for 5 seconds, two continuous beeps will be heard. The LED light on the 

  remote control turns on for one second to indicate current position memorized successfully as mem 2.

+ To recall the           button(mem 1). Press and release           button, and then press       button,

The TV wall mount will automatically swivel to the location1 after the buzzer sounds once.

Right button. Press and release       , the TV wall mount will swivel to the right until        is pressed or

the TV wall mount swings to its 30° max angle. (Note: this button is valid only when the wall mount is fully

 extended)

+ Learning button, Please read the instructions below for more info. 

+ To recall the           button(mem 2). Press and release           button, and then press       button,

The TV wall mount will automatically swivel to the location2 after the buzzer sounds once.

LEARN MODE operation instructions

The loss of wall mount remote control would result in TV wall mount being unusable. The LEARN MODE is only 
used to copy some of the button functions to TV controllers(suitable for most popular brands) for more 
convenience in using. 

Note:

• TV remote cannot replace the wall mount remote controller, only to LEARN five button functions which are 
        ,      ,      ,       and       .

• The user must follow the rules below when using the TV remote to control TV wall mount.
  Select null keys on the TV remote so it won't affect original TV controlling after functions copied.

OK
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